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EveryoneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s favorite time-travelers are changing their styles!Ã‚Â  The Time Warp Trio

series now features a brand-new, eye-catching design, sure to appeal to longtime fans, and those

new to Jon ScieszkaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s wacky brand of humor.
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A delightful children's story about Ancient Egypt and time travel. In the tradition of all books by

Scieszka and Smith, although it is perfect for ages 6-10, adults will get a smile too from the offbeat

humor and weird predicaments in which the Time Warp Trio find themselves. --This text refers to the

Hardcover edition.

Another adventure featuring the three boy heroes of The Good, the Bad and the Goofy and

Scieszka's other time-travel comedies, this action-packed tale takes the trio to ancient Egypt. Ages

7-11. Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

My 9-year-old son loves the Time Warp Trio series. I initially purchased two or three of the books



almost two years on the recommendation of a family member who has sons and said they loved this

book series when they were my son's age. Although they are now 5-10 years older than my son, the

series has apparently withstood the test of time because my son has really enjoyed it. It has action,

adventure, mystery, and comedy. He likes reading anyway, but once he got started with the books,

he'd ask for more (always a good thing).

Well written series for kids. Satisfying stories.

I love this book because it intertwined me and my brother,also my friend. this book rules! if you like

Egypt and Egyptians you'll love this book.

Had fun goggling some of the challenges and trying them at home - ie. the picking up a stool with

your head on the wall.

I am7 years old. I like reading. I read a lot of books. This one was one of my favorite books because

it's a very interesting adventure book. I like reading adventure books.

love them great series

Synopsis: Joe, Sam and Fed (The Time Warp Trio) have successfully finished building their project

on Egypt without the help of a certain `Book' for their research. However, when Joe gets into an

argument with his sister Anna about the facts of Egypt, Anna opens `The Book' to prove them

wrong, and they suddenly find themselves in Egypt in the treasure room, where they meet Hatsnat,

an evil priest who is intended on becoming the most powerful Pharaoh. He accuses them of being

robbers and decides to have their heads chopped off when they are interrupted by Thutmose III.

Thutmose befriends the Trio and decides to take them to the palace to see his Aunt Hatshepsut.

Little does the gang realize that their troubles are far from over, and apart from retrieving the book,

they also have to find Anna and her cat Cleo this time.Review: I had mixed feelings about this book,

because although I liked all the adventures that the Trio went on in this book, such as Sam almost

being caught by crocodiles, the Trio finding Anna, or being Mummified alive, I thought this book

ended really abruptly because they didn't get a chance to meet Thutmose or Hatshepsut in the end

to tell them about Hatsnat. However, judging by the events that really happened, I guess this was a

plausible ending for the author to come to.Apart from that, I did enjoy reading this book because it



had a lot of twists and turns, with beautiful illustrations from Lane Smith. Overall, for me, this is a

memorable Time Warp Trio book because of their eerie escape in the end.

Joe, Sam, and Fred just finished their egypt projects (for school). And they didn't even use "The

Book" to help them. But when Anna (Joe's little sister) opens up "The Book" The Time Warp Trio

and Anna are sent back in time!
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